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THE BIG GIG: President of global distribution and consumer products at Thunderbird 
Entertainment PREVIOUSLY: President and CEO of Cyber Group Studios USANEW START Richard Goldsmith is ready to take flight with Vancouver-based Thunderbird 
Entertainment and its Atomic Cartoons kids division. As president of the recently formed 
global distribution and consumer products unit, he will lead new sales and CP efforts for 
both branches. 
Goldsmith has cultivated valuable retail and broadcast relationships in his distribution and CP 
roles at Warner Bros., The Jim Henson Company and most recently Cyber Group Studios USA. 
Now, he’s excited to lean on them to expand Thunderbird’s content into toys, live experiences 
and video games. 
ATOMIC GROWTH Based in LA and reporting to Thunderbird CCO Matthew Berkowitz, 
Goldsmith will be responsible for brand-building around existing shows like Netflix’s Last Kids 
on Earth, as well upcoming IPs that the studio will retain rights to. Around 50 shows are in development across both Thunderbird and Atomic, and in the short 
term the studios are looking to produce even more content, says Goldsmith. Thunderbird also 
plans to co-produce with other prodcos, and to distribute content from third-party studios 
for the first time. “With Last Kids on Earth, the company got a taste of owning its own IP and 
creating new revenue streams from it,” says Goldsmith. “Launching this new division is a major 
step to increase its number of proprietary IPs, and get into CP to grow the company.” 
GLOBAL AMBITIONS Thinking long term, Thunderbird is looking at how it can scale business 
through partnerships with companies around the world, as well as mergers and acquisitions, 
says Goldsmith. Thunderbird is well-known in North America, but Goldsmith is eager to help 
it become more of a global player. “Joining Thunderbird at this stage of its growth feels like a 
culmination of all my experience,” he says. “I’m excited to introduce Thunderbird and Atomic 
to clients all around the world who haven’t worked with them before.”  —Ryan Tuchow 

Ryan Tuchow 
Online Writer
Warner Bros.’ move to release Wonder Woman 1984 digitally had me flying to the TV to catch the family-friendly adventure flick. 

Alexandra Whyte 
News and Social Media Editor
The lesson from Pixar’s new movie Soul is about how we don’t have one single purpose, which is so important for humans of all ages.  

Elizabeth Foster
Copy Chief/Special Reports Editor
My experience with football is limited to Friday Night Lights (Connie Britton is a gift), but Nickelodeon’s slime-filled NFL broadcast was delightful. 
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My Little Pony rides 

high with new CP
A consumer products program inspired by the upcoming feature  

film will highlight growing categories like health and wellness. 

he Friendship is Magic series may be rid-

ing off into the sunset, but My Little Pony 

is saddling up for a new era with Entertainment 

One. Hasbro has big plans for the franchise, 

including consumer products tied to the up-

coming feature film and a new animated series, 

My Little Pony: Pony Life. 

Following Hasbro’s December 2019 acqui-

sition of Entertainment One, the toymaker 

appointed eOne as its global entertainment 

arm just in time to help launch Pony Life. The 

2D toon bowed in late 2020 on platforms like 

Disney Channel and Cartoon Network. 

The upcoming CG-animated movie, 

meanwhile, is slated for a September 2021 

release and will mark the start of the brand’s 

transformation—now under the purview of 

eOne. Not only will new pony characters 

be featured in the film, they will also boast 

a new CG look. The introduction of new 

characters and a departure from designs fea-

tured in Friendship is Magic and Pony Life is 

intended to shift the brand’s focus to more 

modern themes like diversity and inclusion. 

“The final season [of Friendship is Magic] 

brought that storytelling to a satisfying 

conclusion, and it felt like the right time to 

close that chapter of Pony history,” says Emily 

Thompson, VP of global brand management 

for eOne (previously VP of entertainment 

production and development for Hasbro). 

“Generation Alpha has a higher emotional 

intelligence, and they expect a lot more from 

their entertainment. We know it’s important 

to Gen Alpha that they see their peer groups 

represented in their entertainment, and that 

shaped how we built our core cast.” 

The movie’s main character, for example, is 

an activist working to make the pony world a 

better place. 

My Little Pony will be one of Hasbro’s big-

gest initiatives in 2021, says Casey Collins, SVP 

and GM of global consumer products. 

Upcoming toys will be informed by the 

feature’s updated animation style, and in 

addition to launching classic offerings like toys 

and apparel, Hasbro will focus its consumer 

products program on categories that saw 

significant growth in recent months, including 

food, health and wellness, puzzles and games, 

publishing, personal care and home goods. 

The first SKUs are set to hit shelves at major 

retailers around the world in August.

“Consumer behaviors have changed so 

much due to COVID-19, and we’re taking a 

look at categories that have been spiking in 

terms of sales,” says Collins.  

This strategy of focusing on trends while 

still paying tribute to the classics also applies 

to eOne’s upcoming approach to content. 

“With the movie, we started develop-

ment and made the decision to expand the 

world of My Little Pony, rather than starting 

from scratch with a total brand reinvention,” 

Thompson says. “We found ourselves with 

this whole decade of storytelling and really 

rich lore, and it felt wrong to walk away from 

all of that.” 

Friendship is Magic premiered in 2010 and 

ran for nine seasons. The series inspired a 

kid-hosted online after-show, as well as a 

live stage show. Instead of abandoning the 

franchise’s characters and stories, the movie 

will take place in the same world featured in 

Friendship is Magic and Pony Life, but jump 

ahead in time to focus on a new genera-

tion of ponies and unexplored corners of 

Equestria. This creates opportunities to 

include nods to the property’s previous 

iterations, both in upcoming content and 

consumer products offerings. 

“If you’re brand-new to the franchise, I 

think it will grab you and pull you in,” says 

Thompson. “And existing fans are going to be 

picking out Easter Eggs for months and years 

to come.”  

BY: ELIZABETH FOSTER
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BY: RYAN TUCHOW

esame Workshop was founded in the 1960s and charged with 

creating a TV show that would help prepare disadvantaged kids 

for school. Sesame Street was a breakthrough success in the US. But 

50 years and 150 countries later, Big Bird and friends have traveled 

well beyond the street. And now, with new CEO Steve Youngwood 

at the helm, Sesame Workshop is gearing up for further expansion. 

When Youngwood joined Sesame Workshop five years ago as 

COO and president of media and education, the kids content mar-

ket was increasingly fragmented as channels and streaming services 

proliferated in the US and globally. 

To make sure the company would remain relevant, he added four 

new series to its lineup—Helpsters, Esme & Roy, The Not-Too-Late 

Show with Elmo and Ghostwrite—to engage with kids’ different 

interests and needs. And he has since put two more, including the 

animated Mecha Builders for HBO Max,  

into production.

Working with president Sherrie Westin, 

Youngwood now plans on driving growth 

 SESAME MOVES

BEYOND  
THE STREET
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Shop 
(online) 
till you 
drop 
IP owners and toymakers like BBC Studios, One Animation and WowWee are rethinking their approach to retail relationships as e-commerce continues to surge. 

BY: ELIZABETH FOSTER 

a time when many of us are stuck at home—living and working between the same four walls—there is something particularly satisfying about making an online purchase. It’s convenient, of course, especially as safety precautions related to the pandemic have caused many retailers to close. But it’s also thrilling. 
Something from the outside world is making its way into your space. You can track your package’s progress, following along as it makes its way across the world and onto your doorstep. Or, if you’re feeling adventurous, you can simply wait to be surprised by its 

BBC Studios is repurposing product sizzles used in sales meetings for online marketing and social media 
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* Pending a live event taking place

Future  
today
Meet the  

kids of 2022

engaging the global children’s entertainment industry 

OCTOBER 2020

Broadcasters take 

the diversity lead

Cool New Shows  

on the horizon


